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EDITORIAL
by Lee E. Perry, Commissioner
Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife

Days-hours-minutes-seconds.
Three-two-one.
Seems like everyone is counting down; getting ready for the
next millennium; waiting to see how big the Y2Kbug is-or if it
really exists. At a time that many of us are focused on the count,
let's take a minute to think about what really counts-what is
important to us as we turn the calendar to another century and
start the next millennium.
To the eagle perched in the tall pine overlooking
Merrymeeting Bay, the bear denned beneath the uprooted tree
in Aroostook County, the turkey roosting on the ridge in Union,
or the deer bedded under the hemlock on your back forty,
December31 will be just another night. You, I, and a million-plus
other people-still counting-will determine if-at the end of
the year 2000, at the end of the 21st century, at the end of the
next millennium-an eagle, a bear, a turkey, or a deer will still
be part of the Maine landscape.
Significant gains have been made in restoring and maintaining our fish and wildlife populations through the last century. Many populations are at historically high numbers. Some of this
success is the product of scientific research, professional management, and effective law enforcement.
Much of the success, however, is the result of decisions you and your neighbors across the state
have made regarding land use. Timber management and agricultural practices at the family and
corporate level have influenced habitat and provided recreational opportunity. Your financial
support through the purchase of licenses, voluntary contributions, and bond issues have helped
to secure land and habitat for the future.
As our economy prospers, people are changing the Maine landscape. Some wildlife populations will benefit from these changes-others will not. Those of us who value Maine's natural
environment stand to lose not only the wildlife but the wild lands which provide opportunities
for us to enjoy our resources.
You will have opportunities to support fish and wildlife and conservation efforts in many ways
in the future. Your voices, your money, and your votes count.
Maine's fish and wildlife populations probably aren't counting the days to the end of the century, but they need to count on you to ensure that they will be around to enjoy the next century.
Future generations are counting on that.
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Who Is That Masked Mammal?

by Bi 11 Weekes

It's been awhile since we've talked about this crafty woodland bandit, so here goes!

28,241 Animals Tagged
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by Gerry Lavigne

A recap of the 1998 deer season-the ups, the downs, what was usual, what was not
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Archers might just find these couple of paragraphs of interest

Those Pesky Winter Ticks!
Even these tiny guys have a life cycle-as
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much as we may wish otherwise!
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Part two of two-this one deals with fishing regulations species by species
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andsome and smart, one
of North America's most intelligent mammals; denizen of
hollow trees; fussy food handler
but unfussy food eater; planter
of humanlike paw prints; tameable as a pet when very young.
The only thing routine about the
raccoon (Procyon lotor) is its size.
It averages between 27 and 33
inches in length and weighs
between 15 and 24 pounds.
2
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My first memory of P. lotor
was anything but routine ...
It is night, long ago and far
away, December and cold, the
stars flecking the inverted dark
bowl above. The bawling of dogs
swells forlorn echoes over black
hills silhouetted against gray
sky.
A-wooo ! A-wooo ! "
Four hound dogs are baying
across a holler, music to their
owners' ears. Each hunter at11

tunes a practiced ear,
trying to discern if
his dog has caught
the trail of the elusive raccoon. This is
a sport where humans honor the
raccoon's intelligence
and ferocity, recognizing the agile
raccoon's trickery in
trying to escape the
hounds and its
meanness in bringing
down one or more
hounds if forced to
do so. Smart hunters
try to keep their dogs
from mixing one-onone with a clawcrazy coon.
"You don't get
every 'coon you go
after, not by a long
shot," a hunter once
told me. "You never
know what to expect
from raccoons.
They'll hide in
honeysuckle, circle
__. back, swim rivers,
crisscross creeks-a
lot of good hounds
have been drowned.
There's no way to figure them
out."
The raccoon is hell-bent on
throwing pursuing hounds off
his track. His favorite trick is
"tree tapping" -running up a
tree and either jumping off onto
another, down to the ground, or
coming down the other side and
escaping. This ruse is designed
to confuse dogs, making them
think the coon is still up a tree
somewhere.
www.state.me.us/ifw

Mammal?

by Bill Weekes

nearby. Some think the 'coon
populations high because crayThe steady, long howls of the
can separate edible from nonfish feed on trout eggs.
dogs tell the hunters if the trail is
edible material just by feeling it.
Naturalists once didn't know
hot or not, or whether a new trail
I think the best explanation is
what
to
think
about
the
raccoon.
has perhaps been picked up by
'Who is that masked mammal of the
that
the raccoon is pretending to
one of the dogs. All this is a
catch or capture the food before
woods?" It has a foxlike face, a
"listening hunt" so far. Hunters
eating it-similar to a cat playbearlike body, and prehensile
can tell by the dogs' vocal exing
with an already dead mouse
paws like a monkey. Some
pression if they've treed someprior to mouthing it, or to the
likened its nose to a pig's and its
thing-hopefully a coon, not a
required movement of an insect
large
black
eyes
and
whiskers
to
possum.
before
being lapped up by a
those
of
a
cat.
Others
thought
it
Weather has a lot to do with a
frog's sticky tongue- instinctive
acted like a dog or otter.
hunter's success in getting his
precursors to consuming prey.
In 1747, Karl Linnaeus,
coon. If the wind blows, or if the
Nineteen species or subspescience's top classifier, labeled
moon's bright, a coon won't be
cies inhabit the continental
the coon Ursus cauda elongata,
out roaming much. The wind
United States-including six
long-tailed bear, because he
hinders his hearing and may stir
subspecies in Florida
up leaves and make
Nineteen
species
or
subspecies,
differing
alone. Subspecies are
him think
differentiated mainly
mainly by size and pelage color,
something' s after
by
size and pelage
inhabit the continental United States,
him. The 1 unar glow
color. In one form or
exposes the coon and
including six subsp~cies in Florida alone!
another, the coon is
makes him feel
found
throughout
most of the
considered
the
coon
a
kind
of
insecure.
country. The main species, P.
bear, what with its tree-climbing
Cold weather and snow also
lotor lotor, is found in most
ability (aided by heavy claws),
restrict a coon's night life. If the
Northern
states west of the
naked
foot
bottoms,
rdugh
coons feel secure, however, they
Mississippi. Raccoons here wear
coarse hair, and omnivorous
may venture out in the late
pelage that's dull yellowish gray
diet. But in 1758, German natuafternoon-some people even
or grayish brown. Michigan's
ralist
Gottleib
Storr
had
the
last
hunt them then.
Upper Peninsula is home to the
word, naming the coon Procyon
Regardless of all factors,
Upper Mississippi Valley rac(°before dog"), since the double
hunger will eventually force a
coon, the largest (up to 30
star
Procyon
rises
before
Sirius,
raccoon out of his den (though it
pounds
and 35 inches long) and
the Dog Star) lotor, "washer,"
may be late at night by thenl).
darkest of eastern raccoons.
because of the coon's singular
Raccoon (an Indian name meanPolygamous, the secretive
habit
of
messing
with
its
food
in
ing "he who scratches,") eats
raccoon
mates during December
water-an odd habit which sets
acorns, corn, apples, grapes,
in the south and during Februthe raccoon apart from all other
nuts, frogs, rodents (he's 50
ary up north. Three to six offmammals.
percent vegetarian!). Normally,
spring
is the usual result.
Some naturalists say the
raccoons are too slow to catch
Economically, the raccoon is
raccoon, being very intelligent, is
fish, though they may trap them
valued
for his pelt-and for his
naturally
very
curious
about
its
in shallow pools, using their
great
consumption
of harmful
food, especially how it feels; and
long claws to attract them. The
(to crops) insects.
•
is instinctively very tactile.
most common, perhaps favorite,
Others think the raccoon actually
coon food is erayfish (which they
derives pleasure from dunking
learn to capture without getting
Bill Weekes is a freelance writer
food-like it's something the
pinched.) This preference enand wildlife biologist who lives in
animal can't resist if water is
Spartanburg, South Carolina
ables raccoons to help keep trout
1
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28,241.

Editor's note: What follows is an excerpt from the 1999 Research & Management Report prepared by the
Wildlife Division of the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife. Copies of this report are
available in their entirety from the Department. Gerry Lavigne, state deer biologist, authored this report.

SeasonDates~Structure~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Maine's deer hunters could
pursue white-tailed deer for 83
days within four separate hunting seasons during 1998. From
September 8 to 30 (21 days), bow
hunters could pursue deer of
either-sex in Wildlife Management Districts (WMDs) 24 and 30
and in 7 other areas in central
and southern Maine.
The statewide archery season
took place between October 1 to
30 (26 days); deer of either sex
were legal during this bow hunt
as well. The regular firearms
season, which began for residents on October 31, and for all

hunters on the following Monday (November 2), ended on
November 28 (25 hunting days).
Black powder enthusiasts had
six days (November 30 - December 5) to hunt whitetails in
northern, western and eastern
WMDs. Elsewhere, the
muzzleloader season spanned a
total of 12 days (November 30 December 12). Regardless of
season, deer could not be hunted
on Sunday. The limit on deer
was one per hunter per year for
the October archery, regular
firearms, and muzzleloader
seasons combined. Hunters

Doe Quotas, Any-Deer Permits,
Each year, we estimate how
many does would need to be
harvested to achieve deer population objectives in each WMD.
Termed doe quotas, these desired doe harvests are calculated
prior to the deer season, and
they include all does older than a
fawn that are legally registered
during both archery seasons, as
well as during the regular
firearms and muzzleloader
seasons on deer.
Doe quotas for 1998 in Maine
were set at levels that would
facilitate slow herd growth in
most southern Maine WMDs,
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participating in the limited area
archery season in September had
a separate limit of one deer of
either sex per hunter. During the
regular firearms and
muzzleloader seasons, hunters
could harvest a buck (a deer
with antlers three or more inches
in length) anywhere in Maine.
Those who drew an Any-Deer
permit could choose to take a
doe or a fawn instead, but only
in the WMD specified on the
permit. Use of an Any-Deer
permit by any hunter other than
the one who drew that permit is
a violation of the law.

and Applicants

while enabling deer in the north
to begin recovery from the severe
1998 winter. Generally, high
winter survival, and aboveaverage fawn rearing success,
occur when mild winters prevail.
This, in turn, enables us to accommodate higher doe and fawn
harvests, while still achieving
population increases. However,
when severe winters occur, we
must reduce hunter kills of does
to begin rebuilding the herd.
During 1998, severe wintering
conditions for deer forced us to
severely limit doe quotas in
northern WMDs 1through14. In

the remainder of the state, the
1998 winter was below-average
in severity for deer. As a result,
we were able to set more liberal
harvest quotas for does in most
southern Maine WMDs, while
still maintaining slow growth in
the herd. Despite mild wintering
conditions, doe quotas remained
very conservative in eastern
Maine WMDs, as we attempted
to increase "Downcast" deer
populations. Statewide, doe
quotas ranged from near zero
(anticipated archery harvests
only) in WMDs 1-6 and WMDs
27 - 29, to nearly 1,250 in WMDs
www.state.rne.us/ifw

als Tagged
17 and 23. When summed for all
WMDs, quotas totaled 7,916
adult does (older than fawn)
during 1998, or about 1,100 more
does than the previous year.
Since Any-Deer permittees and
archers can choose to kill a fawn
instead of an adult doe, we
expected a harvest of 4,750
fawns (male and female combined) when we set 'a quota
approximating 7,900 adult does.
Any-Deer permits are allocated to qualified applicants in a

random computer lottery. Both
the application and the Any-Deer
permit are free. During 1998,
89,113 applicants vied for a
chance to draw an Any-Deer
permit. Of these, 88% (78,270
applicants) were Maine residents. Among the 10,843 nonresident applicants there were
individuals who reside in 42
states and 5 Canadian provinces.
In keeping with our landowner
recognition program, 7,819 (18%)
of the 43,826 total Any-Deer

permits were issued to qualifying landowners (people who
own 25 or more acres of land in
Maine, which is kept open to
hunting). Maine residents were
issued 39,047 (89%) Any-Deer
permits, and nonresidents
received 4,779 permits (11 % of
total). It is worth noting that only
about one-half of our resident
deer hunters, and less than 40%
of our nonresident hunters,
apply for an Any-Deer permit
each year.

Relative to 1997 (31,152),deer
registrations dropped by 2,911
deer (-9%). Deer harvests increased for both archery seasons
in 1998;but deer harvests failed
to meet expectations during the
regular firearms and

muzzleloader seasons. During
the latter seasons, harvest of both
antlered bucks and anterless deer
were off, suggesting that hunting
conditions and/ or hunter effort
were not adequate to achieve a
larger deer kill.

Wayne Gregory of
Pemberton, N J
with his Maine buck.

Statewide Statistics
Overall, 28,241 deer were
registered during 1998, of which
447, 798, 26,494, and 502 were
taken during the September
archery, October archery, regular
firearms, and muzzleloader
seasons, respectively (Table 13).
www.state.rne.us/ifw
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Table

13. Sex and age composition

corrected

of the 1998 statewide

deer harvest

in Maine by season, type, and week.

(Sex/age

data were

for errors in the deer reqistratlons.)
Sex/ Age Class
Fawn

Adult

Total
Deer

Total
Antlerless
Deer

Percent by Season & Week
Adult
Antlerless
Buck
Total

Buck

Doe

Buck

Doe

Archery
September
October
Regular Firearm
Opening Saturday
November 2- 7
November 9-14
November 16-21
November 23-28
Muzzleloader
November 30-December 5
December 7-12

474
156
318
17,190
1,821
3,873
3,686
3,995
3,815
261
130
131

522
201
321
5,956
720
1,444
1,073
939
1,780
160
56
104

129
47
82
1,839
254
466
306
294
519
45
15
30

120
43
77
1,509
203
368
259
228
451
36
13
23

1,245
447
798
26,494
2,998
6, 151
5,324
5,456
6,565
502
214
288

771
291
480
9,304
1,177
2,278
1,638
1,461
2,750
241
84
157

4
2
3
94
11
22
19
19
23
2
1
1

3
1
2
96
10
22
21
22
21
1
<1
<1

7
3
4
90
11
22
16
14
27
2
<1
>1

Total

17,925

6,638

2,013

1,665

28,241

10,316

100

100

100

Season

Buck Harvest
The statewide harvest of
antlered bucks was 17,925, the
sixth highest buck kill in Maine
history. Nevertheless, the buck
harvest was expected to exceed
that for 1997 (19,660), possibly
even breaking the 20,000 mark
for the first time ever. As expected, the buck harvest declined in northern WMDs.
Following severe winters, fewer
bucks are available to hunters.
However, the buck kill failed to

meet expectations in central and
southern WMDs, where deer
populations have been growing.
Despite the lower buck harvest
achieved in 1998, recent buck
harvests (1995-1998) now average
50% higher than during the final
years of either-sex hunting in
Maine (1978-1982). During 1998,
the top 5 buck-producing WMDs
were (in descending order):
WMDs 24, 23, 21, 17, and 26, all
in central and southern Maine.

Among the 17,925 antlered
bucks taken statewide during
1998, roughly 8,100 (45%) were
H1 year-olds sporting their first
set of antlers, while more than
3,000 (17%) were mature bucks
4 to 15 years of age. Button bucks
(male fawns) are not included
here: they are reported as
antlerless deer, since their
velvet-covered nubbins
(pedicles) never attain legal
length (3").

Antlerless Deer Harvest
The magnitude of Maine's
harvest of does and fawns
depends on the number and
success rate of archers, the,
number of Any-Deer permits
issued to firearms deer hunters,
and hunting conditions, such as
the availability of tracking snow.

The statewide harvest of adult
(older than fawn) does during
1998 was 6,638, or 16% below
the preset quota (7,916). Since
doe harvests during both archery seasons increased, the
failure to meet doe quotas is due
to hunting conditions or hunter

behavior during the regular
firearms and muzzleloader
seasons. Although these seasons
were dominated by warm, often
wet conditions, doe populations
were certainly high enough to
sustain a harvest approaching
8,000 adult does.

Harvest by Hunter Residency~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Maine residents claimed the
lion's share (85%) of the deer
harvest in 1998. Among seasons,
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the proportion of deer harvest
registered by Maine residents
was highest for the black powder

season (97%), followed by the
archery (94%), and regular
firearms (85% residents) seasons.
www .state.me. us/ifw

During the past five years, the
proportion of the deer harvest
tagged by Maine residents has
been increasing. Formerly, residents' share of the deer kill had
consistently averaged 80%.

A substantial number of
Maine residents typically travel
to hunting areas outside their
home WMD. Many residents
pursue deer within two or more
WMDs during the course of

Maine's four deer seasons.
Typically, one-quarter of the
statewide deer harvest is registered by Maine residents who
traveled to a WMD away from
their home WMD.

Hunter Participation and Success Rate ----------During 1998, roughly 231,600
licenses that permit deer hunting
were sold in Maine; 85% were
bought by residents. License
sales in 1998 were slightly above
sales recorded in 1997 (230,000).
Not all hunters who purchase
big game hunting licenses
actually pursue deer. According
to recent (1988 and 1996) and
past surveys (1970 to 1984),
about 15% of these license
buyers typically chose not to
hunt deer. When these nonparticipants are subtracted from
total sales of deer hunting
licenses, the estimated number
of hunters who actually pursued
deer in Maine during 1998 was
approximately 179,700.Hunter
density, therefore, averaged
nearly six per square mile,
statewide, and this hunter force
expended an estimated 2.01
million hunter-days pursuing
deer during our 83-day hunting
season. Hunting pressure on
deer has steadily increased since
the 1970s, when deer of either
sex seasons were the norm.
During 1976-82,deer hunting
effort averaged 1.57 million
hunter-days, statewide. In
contrast, effort during 1990-97
has averaged 2.05 million
hunter-days, despite a marked
drop in hunter numbers (about
180,000 deer hunters today vs.
207,000 hunters in the late 70s to
early 80s). Individual hunters
today spend about three to four
more days pursuing deer than
www .state.me.

us/ifw

they did 20 years ago. Prior to
1981, we offered no separate
black powder season, no expanded archery season (just the
October hunt), and we limited
the firearm deer season to three
weeks in about one-half of the
state. Overall, we offered only 48
days of hunting opportunity in
the late 1970s vs. 83 days in 1998!
Clearly, hunter effort is cumulative; adding new deer seasons,
and more hunting days, does
result in higher pressure on the
deer herd. This fact has consequences regarding maintenance
of trophy buck availability, and
the relative allocation of AnyDeer permits vs. either-sex
archery hunts.
Deer hunting pressure varies
dramatically between northern
and eastern WMDs relative to
central and southern WMDs. The
more lightly-hunted northern
and eastern WMDs accommodate only three to five hunters
per square mile over Maine's 83day deer seasons; hunters there
expend only 14 to 31 hunterdays per square mile of effort on
the deer herd. In central and
southern WMDs, hunter density
ranges from 10 to 18 hunters per
square mile, and hunting pressure ranges from 80 to nearly 225
hunter-days of effort per square
mile on the herd. Since there is 5
to 10 times as much hunting
pressure on central and southern
Maine deer populations, hunting
there exerts a much greater

influence on deer population
dynamics than is the case in the
north woods.
In its second year, the September archery season attracted
2,556 participants (98% residents). As noted earlier, this
season was limited to WMDs 24
and 30, and seven smaller sites
in southern Maine. Also, 10,583
residents and 1,052 nonresidents
bought licenses which permitted
them to hunt deer during the
October archery season. The
14,191 archery licenses sold
during 1998 represent a 4%
decrease from archery license
sales in 1997. Since 1983, however, sales of archery licenses
have more than quadrupled,
reflecting a strong trend toward
greater participation in the sport
of bowhunting for deer. In that
time, the archery deer harvest
has climbed from about 100 to
1,245 deer (1998 harvest).
Compared to the regular
firearms season, which attracts at
least 177,000participants, relatively few deer hunters currently
participate in Maine's late black
powder deer season. Sales of
muzzleloading season permits
totaled 11,790 during 1998, well
above black powder permit sales
during 1997 (9,458). Undoubtedly, the addition of an extra
week to the black powder season
has sparked additional participation in this primitive firearm
hunt. Muzzleloader license sales
increased by 58% when we
Fall 1999
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changed the black powder
season from one to two weeks in
1995. Since its inception in 1981,
however, the black powder deer
season has drawn a steadily
increasing number of participants. In its first year (1981),
only 415 hunters purchased a
muzzleloading permit. The
number of deer registered
during Maine's muzzleloader
season has grown from seven in
1981to545 in 1997. This hunting
season is expected to continue to
grow in popularity.
Undoubtedly, participation in
our muzzleloader deer hunting
season would be substantially
greater if the season preceded
the regular firearm season and if
that season had a separate deer
limit, as is the practice in neighboring New Hampshire. There,
fully one-third of all deer hunters take advantage of that state's
black powder season. If this
were the case in Maine, we
would field nearly 60,000
muzzleloader hunters, instead of
the current 10,000.These addi-

tional hunters would certainly
have a negative impact on the
availability of Any-Deer permits
and antlered buck survival over
time.
Deer hunting success averaged 15.7%,overall, during
1998. Success rate among
nonresidents (15.2%)was
slightly lower than success rate
experienced by residents of
Maine (15.8%). Apparent success rate among hunters who
drew an Any-Deer permit (32%)
was considerably higher than
among hunters who were
restricted to "bucks-only" (11 % )
during the regular firearms
season. Any-Deer permittees
could harvest either a doe, a
fawn, or a buck, hence they
would be expected to achieve
higher success. In addition,
though, some hunters evidently
pool their antlerless deer kill
with Any-Deer permittees,
which is illegal. Success rate
among bowhunters differed
markedly between the September archery season (18%), and

the statewide season in October
(8%). Deer are very abundant in
much of the expanded archery
hunt area; this accounts for the
exceptional degree of success
hunters enjoyed during the
September archery season. Our
least successful hunter group are
the black powder enthusiasts.
Success rate during the
muzzleloader season averaged
4% in 1998, which is typical of
long-term success rates (4% to
5%).
Overall success rate among
deer hunters varies among
WMDs, and is influenced by the
number of Any-Deer permits we
issue, as well as abundance of
deer. Success rates in 1998 were
lowest in northern Maine WMD
3 (6%); they were above-average
in central and southern WMDs
15 to 17 and 20 to 24 (16 to 18%
success rate). Highest apparent
success rate, overall, occurred in
coastal island WMD 30 (32%
success), although the quality of
this estimate is poor for this
WMD.

~aine's~eerPopulation~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Since 1980, we have been
striving to increase deer populations in Maine. Our objective
was to reverse a statewide
decline in deer numbers which
began in the early 1960s. Our
primary strategy was to balance
doe losses, from all causes, with
fawn production, by more
efficiently regulating the legal
harvest of does. We suspected
we would be more successful in
achieving herd increases in those
WMDs in which: 1) hunting was
a major mortality factor, 2)
wintering habitat was adequate
to accommodate higher deer
populations, and 3) severe
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winters were infrequent.
The Deer Strategic Plan,
implemented in 1986, called for
increasing deer populations to
50% or 60% of the maximum
supportable population in each
WMD. Based on current data, we
believe this would amount to a
wintering herd of 270,000 to
330,000 deer in Maine (9 to 11
deer per square mile). If anything, however, this population
estimate may be an underestimate of actual biological carrying capacity, particularly for
central and southern sections of
Maine.

During the past 15 years,
Maine's wintering herd has
increased from a mean of 160,000
to more than 292,000 deer.
During the past five years
alone, our wintering herd has
increased from roughly 208,000
to its current maximum of
292,000 deer. During this fiveyear period, we restricted availability of Any-Deer permits in
most central and southern Maine
WMDs to a much greater degree
than we had done d ming the
eight previous years under the
Any-Deer permit system. These
harvest restrictions, combined
with high deer survival during
www.state.rne.us/ifw

recent very mild winters, provided the impetus for very
strong herd growth (averaging
15% per year) since 1994. That
level of herd growth continued
during 1998 in the southern half
of Maine, but populations have
declined in the north.
Within individual WMDs,
wintering populations now
range from as low as two deer
per square mile in WMD 3 to
nearly 40 per square mile in
WMD 24. Generally, northern
and eastern WMDs average less
than eight deer per square mile,
while central and southern
WMDs range between 15 and 25
deer per square mile. Several
locations within WMDs 24 and
30, in which hunting access is
severely restricted or denied,
currently carry populations of 50
to more than 100 deer per square
mile. These populations are far
in excess of 60% of biological
carrying capacity, and we more

frequently receive complaints of
excessive browsing, road kills,
and Lyme Disease risk in these
areas than elsewhere. For
central and southern Maine
WMDs, a density of 25 deer per
square mile may not yet represent 50% of maximum biological
carrying capacity. Yet browsing
pressure, and landowner conflicts with deer, do tend to
increase dramatically at densities higher than 25 deer per
square mile. Therefore, when
the Deer Strategic Plan is updated in 1999, we will exp lore
other options in addition to
managing for 50% to 60% of
biological carrying capacity in
central and southern Maine
WMDs.
Within northern and eastern
WMDs, harvest restrictions we
implemented during the past 15
years have helped to stabilize a
declining herd, but we have
made little progress toward

significantly increasing these
deer populations. In these
WMDs, the summer range far
exceeds the ability of the winter
range to support deer. The longterm prescription here is to
increase the quantity and quality of wintering habitat available
to local deer herds. We are
actively pursuing that approach,
as noted in the Wildlife Management section of this bulletin.
In the interim, doe harvest
opportunity may remain limited, as we strive to balance
what are typically large and
frequent winter losses against
the variable fawn production,
which annually must replace
losses among deer in northern
and eastern Maine. Over time,
as the winter range situation
improves, deer populations and
harvest opportunities should
both increase above current
levels in Maine's industrial
timberland.

Prospects for the 1999
Deer Season-----------Deer season structure in 1999
is similar to 1998. The expanded
archery season will span September 11 to December 11; the limit
will be two deer of either sex. In
addition to WMDs 24 and 30,
this hunt will take place in seven
smaller locations in central and
southern Maine, where firearms
ordinances and/ or intensive
housing developments make
firearms hunting impossible or
impractical. The October archery
season will, as always, be statewide in scope, and will span
September 30 to October 29. The
residents-only opening of the
regular firearms season on deer
will be Saturday, October 30; all
hunters may participate from
November 1 to 27. Finally, the

www .state.me. us/ifw

muzzleloader season will begin
in all WMDs on November 29,
but will end on December 4 in
WMDs 1-11, 14, 19, and 27-29.
Elsewhere, the muzzleloader
season will continue until December 11.
During 1999, we will issue
nearly 54,000 Any-Deer permits,
10 ,000 more than were issued in
1998, and the 2nd highest allocation of antlerless deer hunting
opportunity in the past 15 years.
High survival among wintering
deer in most WMDs gives us the
opportunity to allow higher doe
harvests where feasible, while
supporting herd growth. AnyDeer permits were not issued in
WMDs 3, 19, and 28. Allocations
in northern Maine are intended
to stabilize deer populations in

WMDs 1through10, where we
are examining whether winter
deer concentrations have reached
optimum carrying capacity.
Elsewhere, despite markedly
higher allocations of Any-Deer
permits, local deer populations
should continue to increase.
However, in WMD 24, we have
decided to attempt to reduce
deer populations by maximizing
archery hunting opportunity and
availability of Any-Deer permits.
Hunters pursuing deer in most
northern WMDs may see a slight
improvement in deer sightings
this year. Winter severity was
milder than average in all WMDs
south of WMDs 1-3 (where
winters were about average). In

continued on page 25
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Fall Options For Bow Hunters Best Ever
For the first time in the history of Maine deer hunting, archers will enjoy not only the longest open season on
whitetail deer ever this fall, but a chance to take three deer!
This fall, the expanded archery season-sometimes called the bonus deer hunt-starts September 11 and lasts
until Dec. 11, also the end of the black powder season. During this newly expanded season, a special permit allows
bowhunters to take two deer. This bonus hunt will take place only in special zones where deer densities are highmany are located along Maine's coastal plain and islands, or in municipalities with local ordinances prohibiting the
discharge of firearms.
Special expanded archery permits are $40 for residents and $80 for nonresidents.
Bowhunters who take advantage of the expanded archery season may also hunt during the regular archery
season in October, or during the regular firearms season in November. That's right! This fall, bowhunters may hunt
deer with their special permit for a total of three and one-half months!
A bowhunter who has tagged two deer using the expanded archery permit may also take one additional deer,
either during the regular archery season or during the November firearms season.
The Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife, which recommended the expanded hunt and worked out
the season structure in conjunction with the Legislative Committee on Fish and Wildlife and the Maine Bowhunters
Association, expects a surge in statewide bow hunting activity as a result of these new hunting opportunities.
Maine Bowhunters Association President Mike Rovella has acknowledged that anyone who has been thinking
about taking up bowhunting now has a big incentive!
Special archery safety courses must be taken by those who have never held a Maine bow hunting license. These
courses are offered throughout the year at no charge. Additional information, including times and places for these
courses, is available from the information center at the Maine Fish and Wildlife Department in Augusta, telephone
(207) 287-8000.

NORTH WOODS BEANS
Soak in a bowl of water overnight 3 C. yellow- eye dry beans. Next morning, drain beans in a
colander and put them in a good old-fashioned bean pot. In a mixing bowl, place:
1 /4 C. of brown sugar
1 /4 C. molasses
1 tsp. salt (My wife uses less)
a scant 1 /2 tsp. black pepper
2 heaping tsp. dry mustard
Add lots of scalding hot water (4-5 C.) and stir bean liquor well. Pour liquor over beans.

'4iliiiiiii~

Add 1 /8-1/4 stick of real butter, plus one strip of uncooked bacon, cut up in short pieces.
Add a small onion, if you like. I've decided over the years that onion, while it does add some
taste, isn't worth the tradeoff-unless you live alone or with an old dog who loves you unconditionally.
Place pot with tight cover in 300° oven and cook five to six hours (check water level every hour or so, and
keep beans covered with water at all times). Uncover for the last half hour or so to brown the beans.
Suggestion: For the ultimate North Woods dining experience, serve beans with venison steaks, Bakewell Cream biscuits
or brown bread, cole slaw, beet pickles, and cottage cheese.
-Recipe from kitchen of Skulkers of Seboeis,Maine Hunting Club
Want to see your favorite fish and game recipe in our Recipe Corner? Just Send it, along with a little background, to:
THE RECIPE CORNER, 284 State Street, 41 State House Station, Augusta, Maine 04333
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Those Pesky
Winter Ticks!
C

all them what you may,
winter ticks, moose ticks, or
whatever. These tiny creatures can raise havoc with
individuals like me.

by Bob Foye

hoofed animals. They resemble
tiny red mites, but differ in
structure in several ways.

off their host and deposit their
eggs on vegetation. These eggs
hatch during the summer; the
larvae abound in late summer
and fall on vegetation. This is
the time of year that humans
and moose wandering in the
forest become vulnerable to
them.
A tick's life cycle
MAR-APR
begins
once more when
Engorged females
it become attached to
drop from moose
moose, its final host.
For many years, I have been
plagued by these tiny creatures
where moose abound in the
Larvae ascend
haunts where I hunt.
vegetation
After a few days of
exposure to winter tick
JUNE
larvae, my life becomes
Engorged females
miserable. My arms
AUG-SEP~
lay eggs
and legs are "flaming
Eggs hatch
torches." I itch all over with
flea-like bites. New exposures
Diagram illustrating the life cycle of Dermacentor albipictus.
keep things humming. Antiitch oinment gives me some
relief at night.
Ticks belong to a large group
Winter ticks occur on moose
When I first became exposed
of anthropods including spiduring the cooler months of the
to winter ticks a number of
ders, scorpions, mites and
year. The larval stage of winter
years ago, I accused my son
other related species. Winter
ticks is hardly discernible to the
Tom and his wife Shawna of
ticks (Dermacenter albipictus)
naked eye. Once they gain
having fleas in their cottage.
are blood-sucking parasites
access to moose, they molt into
They assured me that I was
occurring most commonly on
nymphs, and finally adults,
wrong.
moose and deer. They are also
during the winter months.
I finally apologized!.
•
known to occur on a number of
Mating occurs and in the
other wild and domestic
spring, the adult females drop
Bob Foye is a resident of Sidney.

i
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HISTORY

OF MAINE

FISHING

LAWS:

2, SPECIES BY

PART

SPECIES
by Ken Warner
Editor's Note: In Part 1, which appeared in the Summer 1999 issue of Maine Fish and
Wildlife Magazine, the author presented an overview of the evolution of Maine's
fishing regulations. He reported that "the history of Maine's fishing regulations reflects
the gradual change in public attitudes toward the fishery resource: evolving from
plunder to conservation."
In this installment, regulatory changes on each species of Maine's gamefish are explored.

LANDLOCKED
The first laws governing
landlocked salmon were passed
in 1872, establishing a season
from January 1 through September 30; there were no bag or
length limits. This was in effect
until 1878, when the season was
changed to May 1 through
September 20. The first bag limit
was established in 1882 (50
pounds, no length limit).
The first length limit on
salmon was nine inches, established in 1893, at the same time

SALMON

the weight limit was reduced to
25 pounds. The first separate ice
fishing season for salmon was
February 1 to ice-out, established
in 1900; the weight limit was 20
pounds per family. In 1907, the
weight limit was still 25 pounds,
but the length limit was raised to
12 inches.
Beginning in 1914, separated
seasons were established for lakes
and rivers, brooks, and streams.
The seasons are still separated,
though the dates have varied

through the years. A bag limit of
25 fish and a weight limit of 15
pounds was also established in
1914 and remained until 1934,
with special exceptions. In 1934,
the weight limit was reduced to
10 pounds in lakes and rivers
and seven and one-half pounds
in brooks.
The present general law
length limit of 14 inches on
salmon was established sometime between 1914 and 1925 and
is still in effect.

The perfect day!
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In 1951, the bag limit was
reduced to 15 fish, and the
weight limit was cut to seven
and one-half pounds; this weight
limit remained in effect until it
was eliminated in 1997.
Further bag limit changes
ensued: 10 fish in 1961;back to

12 fish in 1963; to eight fish until
1978. The exception was a threefish limit in the 1978 ice fishing
season.
In 1978, the general law ice
fishing season was extended to
January 1 through March 31. In
1979, the aggregate bag limit

BROOK
General law seasons and bag
and weight limits for brook trout
were the same as those for
salmon during the first 100 years
of fishing regulations, but there
were nearly countless exceptions.
Trout general bag limits were
usually in the aggregate with
other species.
The first length limit on brook
trout was five inches, established
in 1882. This limit remained in
effect until 1914, when it was
raised to six inches. It remained
there until the late 1930s or early
1940s.
In 1949-1950,the length limit
was seven inches in lakes and
ponds and six inches in rivers,
brooks, and streams. The length
limit in lakes and ponds was
raised again to eight inches in
1953-54,but remained at six
inches in brooks, etc.; weight
limits were reduced to five
pounds in 1951-54,but reverted
to seven pounds in 1955, in effect
until eliminated in 1997.
There was no length limit on
brook trout in brooks and
streams for 1969-76,but a sixinch length limit was reestablished in 1977 and is still in effect.

TROUT

Eight brook trout were allowed
in the aggregate bag limit from
1967 to 1981, except that no more
than three trout were allowed in
the aggregate bag of five fish
(salmon, trout, togue, or bass) in
1978-1979.Bass were not in the
aggregate bag after 1980. There
Bag Limit

was changed to five fish, with
no more than three salmon.
There was a two-salmon limit in
Aroostook County waters from
1980-1983.
A general law bag limit of
two salmon, established in 1982,
is still in effect.

Length Limit

extended to September 30.
In 1990, the statewide general
law bag limit for all waters was
reduced to five brook trout. The
general law season on brooks,
rivers, and streams remained at
April 1 through August 15, with
an extended season to September

Lakes and Ponds with:

Remarks

Highest growth
potential

2 trout

12" minimum

only 1 fish may be
greater than 14"

High growth
potential

2 trout

10" minimum

only 1 fish may be
greater than 12"

Moderate growth
potential

2 trout

8" minimum

for stocked waters
where distribution of
catch is a consideration

5 trout

6" minimum

"Put and take" stocked
waters, remote waters with
low fishing pressure.

Table 1. Special regulations categories for brook trout.
were several county specials
through these years.
From 1982-1987, five trout were
allowed in lakes, but 10 trout were
still allowed in brooks, rivers, and
streams. These bag limits were
continued in 1988-1989,except
that brooks, rivers, and streams
were closed to general law fishing
August 15 (previously September
15), and a special one-fish limit,
with artificial lures only, was

30 (one-fish limit, artificial lures
only).
In 1996, general law regulations
remained the same, but four
special regulations categories
were established on a number of
trout waters as shown in Table 1.
The intent of restricting the
number of larger fish kept was to
preserve some of the older, larger
trout that are aesthetically and
genetically important.

LAKE TROUT
Lake trout (togue) general law
seasons and bag limit were the
same as salmon and brook trout
from 1872 to 1997 with numerwww.state.me.us/ifw

ous special rules for individual
waters. General law bag limits
were usually in aggregate with
other species.

The first length limit on lake
trout was 9 inches from 1893 to
1906, when it was increased to 12
inches. In the mid-1920s, the
Fa/l 1999
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length limit was increased to 14
inches where it remained through
1977.
In 1978, the winter length limit
was increased to 16 inches, but
the 14 inch limit remained in
lakes, brooks, and rivers in open
water.
A 16-inch length limit on lake
trout was in effect from 1979-

-

BROWN

Neither brown trout or rainbow trout are native to Maine.
Until 1976, general law fishing
regulations for these species
were the same as for brook trout;
therefore, this discussion pertains to 1976-97.Rainbow trout
fisheries in Maine have been
sporadic. Trial stockings in the
1940s failed to create self-sustaining populations except in a few
instances. Experimental stockings in the 1960ss and 1970s
showed few advantages of

1981; there was an 18-inch, 2-fish
limit in Aroostook County. The
brief period that this law was in
effect did not permit evaluation
of any improvements in fisheries
that may have occurred.
A general law 18-inch length
limit on lake trout was established in 1982 and is still in effect.
The results have been amazing.

TROUT
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TROUT
an aggregate bag of 5 fish. A 3trout bag limit remained in effect
from 1982 to present, except only
1 trout (ALO) was allowed after
August 15 starting in 1990.
The length limit in lakes was
12 inches from 1976 to present. In
rivers, the limit was 12 inches
from 1976 to 1978, 8 inches in
1979-82,and 6 inches thereafter.
In brooks, there was no length
limit from 1976 to 1978, 8 inches
from 1979 to 1981, and 6 inches
thereafter.

WHITEFISH

bag limit was established as
general law, but no length or
weight limits were imposed.
There are currently 3-whitefish
limits on several northern Maine
lakes.

BLACK
The early Commissioners of
Fisheries were responsible for
the introduction and early
spread of both smallmouth and
largemouth bass in Maine
waters. The first open season on
bass was July 1 to March 31,
1878; there was no bag, weight,
or length limit.
From 1898 to 1906 the bass
season was closed on the spawning beds, which was obviously

RAINBOW

rainbows over native brook trout
or introduced brown trout. A
few natural populations still
remain in Maine waters.
Seasons and weight limits (7
1I2 pounds) for these species
were the same as for other
salmonids from 1972 to present,
but bag (numbers) and length
limits varied.
An 8-fish bag limit in all
waters was in effect from 1976 to
1981, except that no more than 3
trout were allowed in winter in

LAKE
Seasons on whitefish have
been coincident with other game
fish since they were established.
There was no bag, weight, or
length limit on whitefish from
1878 to 1970. In 1971, an 8-fish

AND

Because natural reproduction
was allowed to express itself,
many waters no longer need to
be stocked with lake trout. In fact,
some waters (e.g., Sebago and
Moosehead) have become so
overpopulated that smelt populations have been reduced, adversely affecting salmon growth,
survival, and fisheries.

Until 1954, gillnets (2¢. mesh
only) were allowed to take whitefish in November in East Grand
Lake, Hot Brook Lake,Mattawamkeag Lake, and Junior Lake. This
practice is no longer permitted.

BASS

unenforceable. There was no
general law length limit, but a
12-inch limit was established in
1901 on 15 waters (mostly in the
Belgrades).
From 1907 to 1913, the season
was still closed on the spawning
beds; there was no bag or weight
limit; but a 10-inch general law
length limit was in effect.
Beginning in 1914, an icefishing season was established

from February 1 to March 31.
The open water season on lakes,
rivers, and streams was July 1 to
September 30. A 25-fish bag
limit (in the aggregate with four
other species) and 15-pound
weight limit were established.
The 10-inch general law length
limit remained in effect until
1988.
From the mid-1920s to 1975,
the open water bass season for
www.state.me.
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lakes remained at June 1 to
September 30. During this period,
not more than 3 bass per day
could be taken by ALO or fly
fishing from June 1-20.
From the 1940s to 1987 the
season on rivers closed September 15 and that on brooks closed
August 15. The open water
season began April 1 on all
waters from 1976 to 1978. Bass
could be taken by ice-fishing only
in waters legally open to icefishing from 1967-1977.

The 25-fish bag limit (in the
aggregate) was in effect from
1914 to 1950. From 1951 to 1960,
the limit was 15 fish dropping to
12 fish 1963 to 1966, and then 8
fish to 1979. The exception was 5
fish in winter 1978.
A 5-fish limit was established
in 1979 which was in effect until
1992, except for April 1 to June
20, 1990-91 when the limit was 3
bass, ALO. In 1979-81, bass were
not included in the aggregate
bag limit in numbers but were

CHAIN
Unlike bass, the early commissioners did not champion the
spread of chain pickerel in Maine
waters. In fact, they urged no
introductions in waters where
they are not already present.
From 1872 to 1899 and 1901 to
1914, there was no closed season

included in the aggregate weight
limit. After 1981, bass had a
separate weight limit until 1997,
when the weight limit was abolished.
In 1992, the bag limit for bass
was one fish from January 1-June
20. From June 21-September 30, it
was 3 fish with only 1 fish over
14." The general law length limit
was increased to 12" in 1988, but
in 1992 it was reduced to 10" in
Washington, Hancock, Piscataquis and Aroostook counties.

PICKEREL

and no bag limit on pickerel in
Maine waters. There was an icefishing season of February 1 to
ice-out in 1900.
There have never been weight
or length limits on Maine pickerel. The bag limit has been 10
fish since probably in the 1930s,

except for Washington County,
which had no bag limit until 1988
(10-pickerel limit established).
Some Maine waters have special
"no bag limit" rules. Seasons for
pickerel have been the same as for
other sport fish since they were
established.

Left, a Lobster Lake togue. Above, Warden Kevin Anderson
and angler Dan Header admire an early season brown trout.

www.state.rne.us/ifw
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The Best
Kept Secret
In Maine
Hunting
by Malcolm Charles
Photos by the author

H

unting preserves in
Maine? If you asked the average
upland game bird hunter, you
would most likely get the response, "Not that I know of"
But the answer
is, "Yes, we do have

tion basis 365 days a year. Due to
the exodus of the urban population to rural areas, many old
prime upland hunting areas are
being posted; thus the need for
hunting preserves.
The preserves offer from 200
to 400 acres of upland cover on

Tenley Mears
of Topsham
(her German
shorthair
pointer
"Abbey"
holding the
ringneck) and
Linda
Englehardt of
Mt. Vernon with
her German
_ shorthair
"Emma."

hunting preserves
in Maine." They
are actually called
Commercial
Shooting Areas
(CSA) by the state
of Maine, who
licenses them.
Three years ago,
only four CSA
permits were
issued by the
Maine Department of Inland
Fisheries and
Wildlife. Today,
there are 15 hunting preserves,
offering bird hunters the opportunity to hunt stocked and
released game birds year round.
What are hunting preserves?
They are privately owned and
operated state licensed areas
open to the public on a reserva-
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used on the preserves are sometimes bred and raised on the
premises, or they can be purchased from reputable game bird
breeders, who provide quality,
good-looking flight birds that
hopefully meet hunters' expectations of a challenging hunt, a bag
to be proud of either to serve at
the dinner table or to take to the
taxidermist for mounting and
display.
The birds are kept in flight
pens where they are allowed to
retain their flight activity and
kept fed during Maine's harsh
winter.
The chuckar is a bird that is
hunted in the western high plains
and is a challenge. It is a swift
runner which may or may not
hold tight. It will relocate itself
usually uphill from where it has
been released and when flushed,
produces a very fast flight downhill, appearing to be even faster

which four species of game birds
are released for hunting: ringneck pheasant, chuckar partridge (a slightly smaller bird
than our own native ruffed
grouse-but as fast, if not
faster!), bobwhite quail, and
.
mallard ducks. The stocked birds

than its reported 35 miles per
hour.
The bobwhite quail is a tightsetting bird-excellent for training pointing dogs-and may be
found in coveys, resulting in
multiple flushes. Their tendency
is not to fly far, which allows a
www.state.me.
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trained dog to provide the
hunter with an opportunity to
relocate many birds from the
covey for repeated flushes.
Ringneck pheasant, chuckar,
and quail are excellent for
eating. Most preserve operators
or their spouses have favorite
recipes that they are more than
willing to share, lending to an
excellent dish for any table.
Mallards can be hunted from
blinds on CSAs ponds or waterways, providing a challenging
hunt or a time to sharpen skills
on calling ducks and working
with the retrieving dog during
the off season.
Varied types of cover can be
found on these areas, from open
fields with hedgerows to the
more traditional type of Maine
upland cover-overgrown fields
and woodlots with clear cuts,
connected by tote roads and
reclaimed by smaller hardwoods
and patches of raspberry and
blackberry bushes.

Many of the preserves are
operated by registered Maine
guides who have dedicated
themselves to preserving the
Maine heritage of hunting well
into the millennium. Amenities at
these hunting preserves range
from accommodations and meals
to kennels for the dogs and
photos of the hunt.
For some hunters, a pheasant
hunt in the snow, be it on foot or
snowshoes, is unthinkable. Those
who have tried it, however, are
most exuberant when telling of
their experiences! You walk down
groomed snow-covered trails
during a snowfall, watching the
dogs casting in search of the
ringneck pheasant. Then suddenly, one of the dogs goes on
point. (Frequently, the bird will
be in cover under a fir tree or
snow-covered bush.) There's a
cackle, and from the flurry of
snow nearby bursts a brilliantlycolored pheasant flushing to
flight. You raise your shotgun,
shoot, and await your dog's'
retrieve.
It is truly a11 experience
you will not soon forget.
Bird hunters are welcome to bring their own
hunting dogs. For those
who enjoy bird hunting
and do not have their

Above, John & Zachary Hesch's
Black labrador retrievers, "Magic" &
"Casey." Right, a ringnecked
pheasant left over from a hunt.

own dogs, many of the preserves
have Maine guides with trained
bird dogs available for an additional fee. The dogs hunting on
these preserves vary in degree of
finishing, from the family pet
who doubles as a loyal hunting
companion to dogs championed
in field trials.
CSA hunting licenses, required
by the state, are available for
hunters right at these preserves.
A traditional hunting license is
not required.
There are several schools of
thought on when and how to
release birds. Because we are
dealing with wild birds that have
been pen-raised, their natural
instincts are to move around a
great deal when released. Some
preserves release the birds the
night before, some on the day of
the hunt. Birds can also be
planted in as easy or as difficult
an area as requested by the
hunter at the time of the booking.
Aside from hunting, there are
dog-training opportunities on
many of the preserves-quail
coveys in specified areas, or the
use of flip traps, and even training tips from the preserve operator or guide. Dog trainers are also
welcome, as are novice and
seasoned hunters.
Just as when choosing a
vacation, hunting trip, or a guide,
it's all right to ask for references.
Preserve operators welcome your
questions and comments.
Once you've hunted on a
hunting preserve (CSA), you'll
want to tell all of your friends
about this great opportunity to
enjoy Maine's heritage of upland
game bird hunting.
•

Malcolm S. Charles and his wife
Evelyn operate Pointers Run
Hunting Preserve in Rome, Maine.
www.state.me.

us/ifw
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WILDUF£ COUNTS
1. Does this Bug You?
If a little brown bat can eat 4 73 mosquitoes a night, how many could it
eat during the entire month of July? How many mosquitoes could it eat in
August, before it starts to hibernate in September?

2. Eagle Eyes
If 176 nest sites were occupied by pairs of bald eagles, and 108 of those pairs successfully raised their young to fly, or 'fledge', out of the nest, what percent (%) of the
nests would be considered successful?

3. The Bear Facts
In 1997, Maine residents harvested 821 black bears, while
nonresident hunters registered the remaining 1797 bears. How many total bears
were killed during this hunting season? What was the percentage of successful
resident hunters versus nonresident hunters?
,I/'

4. Fishy Fun
You're trolling in Sebago Lake and you catch a 5 pound landlocked
salmon -- a great fish that you decide to keep and eat since you had released so
many other fish during the season. If 1 pound of fish feeds one person, how many
people can help you eat your fish?

5. Deer Me
In Wildlife Management District (WMD) 22, 1103 adult bucks
and 493 adult does, 164 buck fawns, and 108 doe fawns
were harvested in 1997. How many total deer were taken
from WMD 22?

Answers on page 32
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WHO £ATS WHAT??
DRAW LINES FROM £ACH ANIMAL TO Tff£FOOD OR FOODS IT£ATS.
S££ If YOU CAN NAM£ £ACH ANIMAL BY FILLING IN TH£ BLANKS BELOW £ACH.

---------------

-----------

-----------

"

------------

------

--------------

"I

----

YOIJ'V£ CR£AT£D A WILD FOOD W£B!!!

--------------

See if you can draw the other half of this great horned owl.
How would he fit in the food chain above?

www.state.rne.us/ifw
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Maine Taxidermist Dave Footer

ist's Career in
by Larry Catlett
Photos by the author

W

d been hard at it for
three days and hadn't moved a
fish. Ear 1 y June is big fish time
on the Caspe Peninsula, but
Atlantic Salmon fishing on the
Grande Cascapedia is always
risky so early in the season.
Unusually warm days had
forced a caramel snow melt into
the river, completely obscuring
our flies. The holding pools were
flooded. It did not look good.
During our fourth night, some
arctic air settled in and briefly
interrupted the seaward retreat
of the remnant snow pack. We
awoke to near perfect river
conditions. Had the big fish
come home? Big Camp Pool,
#38-our pool for the morningseemed as good a bet as any for
a trophy salmon.
Maine reelmaker Paul
Hermann had finagled the water
for this trip. Anticipation peaked
on his first pass through the pool
with his favorite green stone fly.
Nothing moved. Maybe the big
fish hadn't made it up this high
quite yet.
Resting the pool briefly before
my first pass of the day, I tied on
a big, single-hook Colburn
Special. Paul had fished wide
through the heart of the run.

I decided to fish the close bank
in a spot our guide had designated as a lie in lower water. I
was stripping the fly through
that spot when a fish was suddenly there. No roll, leap, or
run-not even a swirl-just the
gentle transition from fly to
salmon. A straining arc of bamboo was the only indication of
our attachment.
After a few seconds, the fish
moved slowly to the center of
the pool and did not move again
for half an hour. Finally, this
sulking gave way to a run that
had me perilously close to the
end of my backing in seconds. A
passerby would surely have
been reminded of the Keystone
Cops' antics as we scrambled to
launch the canoe before it was
too late. Following the fish
through rapid after rapid, we
gained precious little line. This
salmon used both sides of the
river-and the middle! Run after
run threatened our tenuous
connection, but the fly somehow
held fast.
Finally, at the head of a rapid
all of us knew would be our
undoing, the fish rested. As it
did, I was able to bring it nearly
to the gunwale twice-both

times, it merely angled itself
against the current and easily
reg uned half my fly line. On the
third approach, we were drifting
into the teeth of a mile of rapid.
It was now or never. As the fish
approached I pulled as hard as I
could and with a super effort,
Dave had the fish over the net.
As he strained to lift our prize,
the bamboo shattered in my
hand and the fly pulled free. For
what seemed an eternity, the fish
strained to hold its arcing form
well across both sides of the net.
One upward heave and it might
be gone-instead, exhausted, it
collapsed into the mesh and the
battle was ours.
Had I known then what
would befall Atlantic salmon
over the next few years, I might
have released the fish. But
having chosen to kill it, there
was only one thing to be doneand one man to do it. Such an
experience in any sport does not
come to all, or too often. The
urge to keep it alive in memory
is great.
Dave Footer's job is preserving memories. It's what he does
best. Whether capturing the
essence of a particular experience in his paintings, or restor-

Dave Footer's job is preserving memories. It's what he does
best. Dave is an artist. That's what makes him different.
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~emorlJ Preservation
Master taxidermist Dave
Footer with the finished
product-MY 38-pound
Atlantic salmon!

ing life to your fish of a lifetime,
nobody does it better. Dave is an
artist.
That's what makes him different. It's the reason he is acknowledged as his generation's master
of fish taxidermy. That he chose
to use his talents in this way is
our good fortune. Spend some
time with him and you soon
realize that he has an artist's eye
for color and form, and that his
feet move to a different beat. He
often works to audio tapes of the
lives and works of the great
masters. During one of our
interviews, it was Van Gogh. He
refines his approach to the use of
light, color, and technique each
time he listens. He built his
simple studio to maximize light
in all seasons. His goal when
mounting a fish is to display
color, detail, form, and, as much
as possible, motion as the specimen displayed them in life.
Born in Lewiston in 1931,
Dave was earning a little extra
money by trapping at the age of

Larry Cattlet, a physician who lives
in Leeds, fishes as much as he can in
his spare time.
www.state.me. us/ifw
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First things first-Footer
carefully skins my salmon for
mounting.

ten. Shortly after, he mounted his
first pheasant. Parts of it-and his
first brook trout-are still around.
He got his official start in taxidermy from the old Northeastern
School of Taxidermy-a correspondence course advertised in
every outdoor journal I ever read
as a kid-but his genius for it, and
his painting, developed as a result
of his association with Herb
Welch.
Welch, the acknowledged
master taxidermist of his genera22
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tion, was 70 years old and retired
when he first met Dave in 1952.
Welch had been searching for an
heir, but had not found anyone.
A few had tried, but apparently
did not measure up.
Welch, who had studied
painting in Paris with renowned
tutors, was a hard taskmaster.
Even though Welch was no
longer active in taxidermy, he
met with Dave weekly for two
years. These sessions lasted no .
more than one or two hours at

most, yet Welch was able to pass
along his mastery of form and
color. Welch forced Dave to
specialize-fish only or no deal.
Dave told me, "Herb felt that if
you' re going to be the best in a
field, you can only do one thing.
I never saw Herb Welch paint or
mount a thing except a fish." Yet
by 1954, Dave was good enough
to be mounting fish under
Welch's name. Welch began
recommending Dave to his old
customers, and soon after that,
the transition was complete.
On Canada's Broadback River
as sport and guide, Dave has
spent hours observing his most
famous subject, the brook trout.
He will only reproduce fish in
their "natural" state. You will
never see a "belly" on a Footer
mount, only the functional grace
and curve it maintained in its
watery world.
At the height of his taxidermy
career, 10 people were kept very
busy in the shop. Dave's whole
family was involved, including
all the children. With the coming
of catch-and-release fishing, and
Dave's choice to move to painting, most of the taxidermy work
is now done by just three
Footers-Dave, his wife, Polly
(the business manager), and
their daughter, Julie. One longtime employee in Turner still
helps with the preparation of the
skins.

• • • • •
Works of art are just that, and
the work of preparing a fish for
mounting is long and tedious.
Skinning must be nearly perfect.
www .state.me. us/ifw

This fish's
head must be
rebuilt. This is
where Footer's
artist skills
come into the
process.

Fresh salmon are particularly
problematic as they store so much

oil and fat for their spawning run.
Once the skin is ready, Dave
plans the mount as he would a
new painting. Sometimes the
mount actually becomes part of
an original painting for a client.
Next, he carves the body to fit
the plan. Older mounts were
always carved from a solid block
of pine. Today high density
styrofoam substitutes for wood,
decreasing the weight of the
mount, and the carving time.
When the skin is adequately
defatted and otherwise prepared,
Dave fits and glues it to the body
mount.
Julie now begins the incredibly
demanding process of fine finishing the body and head. This
restoration process is both tedious
and critical to the quality and
durability of the mount. A great
deal of oil lurks in the fat in the
spines of the fins and tail. This
must be removed or seeping will
occur and ruin the mount.
Julie scrapes this material
away, down to the bare spines.
www.state.rne.us/ifw

An important stage
in the mounting
process-the skin
is placed around
the form.
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She then completely rebuilds fins,
and tail, as well as the head area,
with filler, carving the original
detail back into every part. Their
methods, and the modern materials they use, replace the beeswax
used by the old masters-and add
years to the longevity of the
mounts. The Footers do a lot of
restoration work and the fins and
tails of these old mounts are
always the first to go.
After Julie completes her restoration and finish sanding, Dave
inspects the mount. When satisfied, he seals it and begins the
underlayering of paint. Julie then
paints the individual markings of
the fish by hand(up to 9,000 on a
salmon!!).
Next, Dave applies the finish
coats, sets the eyes, and signs the
mount. From skinning to the
finished mount averages two
years. My first Footer mount, a
44" Atlantic salmon from the
Moise, came in at just under three
years. This work requires fastidious attention to detail. Although
Dave's artistic talent is most
important to the finished product,
his and Julie's devotion to detail
throughout the entire process is
critical and very time-consuming.
Dave has made what appears to
be a natural transition from

painting fish to painting. Selftaught, his art is now his pride
and joy. His first limited edition
print, "Fishing the Beaver Pond
with Dad," was published in 1994.
One hangs in Governor Angus
King's office, presented to him by
the Maine Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife. "Steep
Bank Pool" followed, then Free
Spirit?" in 1996. He has been
chosen to create special edition
prints by the state for presentation purposes and spends at least
50 percent of his time now on his
art.
Dave's taxidermy has gone to
Argentina, Italy, Alaska, Canada,
Norway, Germany, and Cuba.
Fish have been delivered and
picked up by limousine and
hearse. Dave chuckles when he
tells the story of the time he met a
hearse driver decked out in black
tie and tails at the shop. The
driver picked up two lake trout to
accompany his other cargo back to
Rhode Island!
He's restored a king salmon
from Sebago Lake (from a defunct
state stocking program in the
1940s) and a trout Teddy
Roosevelt presented at the dedication of Yellowstone National
Park. He's repaired many of his
mentor's mounts, and is currently

specializing in the restoration of
Nash mounts (a master taxidermist from South Paris). These
restored mounts have jumped
into the $1200 price range, partly
due to Dave's efforts. A fifth
generation stone mason, he still
teaches occasionally at Central
Maine Technical College in Auburn, and does occasional masonry work for long-time clients.
Dave also remains active in statesponsored youth conservation
programs.
Sadly, there is no heir apparent
for Dave and he's not looking for
one. (Julie is not interested in
taking on the entire venture.) In
his late 60s now, and going
strong, Footer plans to continue
for the time being. Though Dave
wholeheartedly supports catchand-release, that new ethic, and
the ever-increasing pressures on
the resource, portend a very
different future for a would be
taxidermist. Times change, traditions die hard. Would a Maine
sporting camp be complete without mounted trout? Fortunately, if
the mounts are by Footer, they
will endure into future generations, helping fishermen relive
those magical moments like my
cold June morning on the Grande
Cascapedia.
•

Located in Allagash Wilderness Region north of Baxter State Park. Fullservice lodge, seven log cabins on Haymock, Spider, and Cliff Lake (T8R11,
T9R11, T9R12). American Plan or Housekeeping. Indoor plumbing available.
(MAILING
~

SP~frfN~'CAMP ASSOCIATION
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OPEN YEAR ROUND

ONLY) P. 0. Box BFG, PATTEN
207-528-2855 (LET IT RING!)

ADDRESS

ME 04765

www.state.rne.us/ifw

I998 Deer Season
continued from page 9
central and southern WMDs,
deer should be noticeably more
abundant. Four consecutive easy
winters, and light doe harvests,
have resulted in sustained deer
population increases of 15% per
year or more. Recent, mild
winters have even contributed to
a slight increase in harvestable
deer downeast, after 15 years of

"bucks-only" regulations.
Our allocations of Any-Deer
permits, combined with the
either-sex archery hunts, should
yield about 9,000 adult does and
5 ,400 fawns. Antlered buck
harvests are projected to be at
least 19,400,but it may top 20,000
this year if optimum hunting
weather materializes during

November. Young bucks should
be plentiful due to excellent
winter survival of last year's
fawn crop. However, trophy-age
bucks will be very much in
evidence in central, eastern, and
northern Maine WMDs. Statewide deer harvest in Maine
should be in the 33,800 range,
overall, during 1999.
•
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OUTDOOR ROSTER
Box 620IF HCR76
Greenville, ME. 04441
(207) 695-2821 (Radio
Cotact)

Your Hosts

Olive & Dean Paisley
Registered Maine Guide

Bear - Deer - Moose - Coyote
Phone: 207-444-5379

Eagle Lake
\. t\fOOStOok C
Camp Rental

~~~

~
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- Bow - Black Powder
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Fishing

36K Minuteman Drive
Millinocket, ME. 04462
(207) 723-6622
(Dec. I - April 30)

ALLAGASH WILDERNESS OUTFITIERS
• Comfortable housekeeping cabins on remote trout lake
-Wooded campsites • Showers
• Boats,motors,canoes •Hiking, touringin BaxterState Park - Mt.Katahdin
• Fishing, fall hunting • Canoe-trip outfitting,
transportation for Penobscot, Allagash Rivers
• Perfect family vacation!
http://www.maineguide.com/katahdinlfrostpond

To arrange for your advertis_ement to appear
in this listing, contact:

on FISH RIVER

LAKE

Northern Maine's Last Frontier
Portage, Maine 04768

www.state.rne.us/ifw

Phone (207) 435-6156

V. Paul Reynolds, Editor
Maine Fish and Wildlife Magazine
284 State Street
41 State House Station·
Augusta ME 04333-0041
Telephone: (207) 287-5248
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New Sidearms
After 20 years of protecting Maine's
wildlife resources, tramping through
powdery snow, swampy beaver bogs,
mountain rescues, wilderness searches,
nuisance wildlife calls, and thousands of
arrests, Maine game wardens are getting
new sidearms.
In its past session, the legislature
authorized a one-time general fund
appropriation to purchase the new firearms, acting on the recommendation of
the joint standing committee on Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife. $100,000 was
designated for purchase of the new
firearms, belts, holsters, and extra magazines-and for training with the new
weapons.
"Prior budget constraints had not
allowed us to replace our aging firearms.
We had reached a critical point. The Fish
and Wildlife Committee and the Appropriations Committee recognized the
need, stepped up and supported our
request," said Colonel Timothy Peabody,
head of the Maine Warden Service
"Twenty years is a long lifetime for a
sidearm in a law enforcement agency,"
said Lieutenant Bill Allen of the Maine
Warden Service." After 20 years with the
same weapon, too many rounds had
been fired through the barrel, and accuracy and safety were becoming concerns."

Gone are the 20-year old Smith and
Wesson .357 magnums-Maine wardens will carry a Sig Sauer Model 226
that fires a .357 Sig cartridge.
Ballisticly, the two firearms are similar,
but there the similarities end. This
semi-automatic firearm holds 12
rounds in the magazine and one in the
chamber, compared to the six the previous weapon held. Wardens will now
carry 37 rounds instead of the 18 they
carried with their old .357s.
"Before purchasing these, we tested
several different handguns at three
different shoots throughout the statefor 15 of the involved wardens, this
was the weapon of choice," said Allen,
who oversaw the selection of the firearm.
Maine game wardens are currently
going through transition training with
the new firearms. All wardens will
have to qualify before they can carry
their new sidearm in the field. "We try
to simulate situations that they would
find themselves in, including training
at night. Then, once their training is
done, wardens must qualify."
Qualification consists of taking a
written test on the weapon nomenclature; disassembling, cleaning, reassembling and doing a function check on the
weapon; and finally, shooting a 50round qualification course twice, plac-

ing 80 percent within their target each
time. Each warden will shoot about
1,000 rounds with their new weapon
during this qualification process.

New Law Books
The 1999 hunting and trapping regulation law books are now available at
license agents and sporting goods stores
throughout the state. This summary of
regulations contains information, season
dates, bag limits and laws pertaining to
hunting and trapping for the upcoming
seasons.
The summary is reviewed and revised each year-there are some major
changes this year. Hunters and trappers
are advised to familiarize themselves
with the changes before heading out in
the field.
The law book is also available at the
Department of Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife headquarters at 284 State Street
in Augusta-or you can call 207-2878000 to request a copy in the mail.

Any Deer Permits Drawn
The drawing for Any Deer permits
was held on Friday, September 24 at
9:00 and results are posted on the
Department's website,
www.state.me.us/ifw. This year, 53,800
any deer permits were issued, allocated
among 30 different wildlife management districts throughout the state.

Fall Fishing License

New meets old-Sig Sauer Model 226 on the left, Smith and Wesson .357
magnum on the right.
·
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If you're a resident of Maine and
haven't purchased your fishing license
yet this year, you can get a special
price for a fall fishing license that is
valid from September 1 through the end
of the year. For just $8.00 plus an agent's
fee, up to 6,000 lakes and ponds and
32,000 miles of rivers and streams will
be at the tip of your rod. It's more than
half-off the regular price of $19.00 for a
yearly license.
"Fall is a spectacular time of the year to
fish in Maine," said Peter Bourque, Director of the Fisheries & Hatcheries Division
for the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife, "There is no better time
of year to fish for landlocked salmon or
brook trout. The cooler water has them
feeding more, the fall foliage is striking,
the days are cool and there are no bugs!"
www.state.rne.us/ifw

Dave Kelso of
Steuben took this
gorgeous fourpound smallmouth
bass from Big
Lake. Who says
fall fishing isn't
where it's at?

While the general fishing laws allow
for fishing through the end of September, seasons have been extended on
many rivers, streams, lakes and ponds
throughout the state so you can fish
through October on many and even
through November on others.
"It's a tremendous opportunity for
any angler. You can fish for brook trout
and salmon on rivers like the Rapid and
the Magalloway in September, try the
Dead River until the end of October and

KENNEBAGO

1

fish a world class brown trout fishery in
the Kennebec right until the end of the
year," said Bourque.
And the fishing for warmwater species doesn't cool off once autumn begins. In the early fall, bass are still aggressively feeding in the shallows.
When the water temperature gets in the
low 60' s, they will school up by size
around underwater structures. Finding
a school can lead to phenomenal fishing.
Pike and Pickerel also are on the prow 1,

RIVER KAMPS

North of Rangeley between Kennebago Lake
and Little Kennebago Lake
• Fly Fish for native Salmon & Brook Trout in
Kennebago's rivers & lakes
• Excellent Deer and Grouse hunting
• Snowmobiling on ITS 84 and 89
• 3 Housekeeping Camps • Gated Access
• Reasonable Rates
Write: Kennebago River Kamps, R. Hammond
PO Box 677, Rangeley, 04970 (207) 864~2402

www.state.rne.us/ifw

targeting weeded, shallow areas where
the weeds have begun to die off once
the water cools. White perch and black
crappie can also provide an afternoon of
fun for anglers of any age.
The fall fishing license is now available at close to 1,000 locations throughout the state. They are available at town
offices, and selected retail locations such
as L.L. Bean, the Kittery Trading Post
and Rite-Aid. Call the Department of
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife Information Office at 207-287-8000for a location
near you.

Waterfowl Season
The Inland Fisheries and Wildlife
Advisory Council approved season
dates and bag limits for the 1999 migratory bird hunting seasons at its August
meeting held at the Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife headquarters earlier this fall.
The approval followed a meeting
with the Department's Waterfowl Advisory Council and a public hearing in
Augusta where Wildlife Biologist Brad
Allen and Commissioner Lee Perry
submitted the Department's proposals
for seasons and bag limits within the
framework mandated by the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service.
The 1999 Season Dates and Bag Limits are as follows:
1) Ducks (except Black Ducks):
NORTH ZONE: October 1 through
November 27, 1999 SOUTH ZONE:
October 1 through October 16, 1999
November 8 through December 18, 1999
Black Duck Season: NORTH ZONE:
October 9 through November 27, 1999
SOUTH ZONE: October 9 through October 16, 1999 November 8 through December 18, 1999
Daily Limit - 4; Possession Limit - 8
with the following exceptions: a. From
October 1 - 8, NO BLACK DUCKS MAY
BE TAKEN. b. Closed season for Harlequin ducks. c. Daily limit 1; possession
limit 2, for black ducks, pintail, canvasback, mottled ducks and fulvous tree
ducks. d. Daily limit 2, possession limit
4, for hen mallard, wood ducks and
redhead ducks. e. Daily limit 3, possession limit 6 for scaup . f. In addition to
the daily limit of 4, two (2) additional
teal may be taken per day (either bluewinged teal or green-winged teal).
NOTE: A possession limit of 12 is permitted providing that it includes 4 or
more teal.
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MAINE BIG GAME
MAGAZINE

Seen enough monster
Maine bucks yet?
If not, subscribe to the

Maine Big Game
Magazine
and see more trophy deer,
bear and moose-and
read the exciting stories
from the hunters who harvested them!

2) Mergansers and American coots:
SEASON SAME AS DUCKS. Daily limit
5; possession limit 10 with the following
exceptions: a. Hooded mergansers: daily
limit 1, possession limit 2. b. American
coots: Daily limit 15, possession limit 30.
3) Canada Geese (Special Early Season): September 7 - September 25, 1999.
Daily limit 3; possession limit 6.
Regular Goose Season: NORTH
ZONE: October 1- November 16, 1999
SOUTH ZONE: October 1- October 16,
1999 November 8 - December 7, 1999
Daily limit: 2; possession limit: 4
4) Snow Geese: October 1, 1999 January 31, 2000. Daily limit 15; no
possession limit.
5) Brant: October 1 - November 27,
1999. Daily limit 2; possession limit 4.
6) Special Falconry Season: In addition to the regular migratory bird season
on ducks, mergansers, American coots:
NORTH ZONE: Nov. 29, 1999 - Feb.
1, 2000 SOUTH ZONE: Dec. 27, 1999 February 29, 2000
Falconry season daily bag and possession limits for all permitted migratory
game birds shall not exceed 3 and 6 birds
respectively, singly or in the aggregate.
7) Sea Ducks: (scoter, eider, old
squaw): Oct. 1, 1999 - Jan. 20, 2000. Daily
limit 7; possession limit 14 with the
following exceptions: Scoter (Sea Coot):
daily limit 4; possession limit 8. Common Eider: daily limit 5; possession
limit 10.
8) Woodcock: Oct. 6 - Nov. 4, 1999.
Daily limit 3; possession limit 6.
9) YOUTH WATERFOWL HUNT:
September 18, 1999. Bag limits as above.
Special regulations will apply to youth
and accompanying adult. No black
ducks may be taken.

Fish Hearings
The Department of Inland Fisheries
and Wildlife held a public hearing at the
Princeton Elementary School on August
18 to consider regulation changes for the
1999 - 2001 ice fishing and open water
fishing seasons. Regulations are needed
to conserve and enhance fishing opportunities throughout the state, and they
are reviewed biannually.
One of the proposed regulations is on
Boyden Lake. The Department has proposed to institute a daily bag limit of
one bass, minimum length: 18". The
regulation also proposes closing the
water to the taking of bass from April 1
to June 20. Biologists believe the implementation of these rules would help
protect the small population of large
smallmouth bass present in the lake.
Petitions submitted from the public
seek to increase the size and number of
brook and brown trout in waterways in
Hancock and Washington County. One
petition seeks to impose a 14" length
limit on brown trout in all lakes in
ponds in Hancock and Washington
County. Another seeks to impose a
minimum length limit of 8" on all brook
trout caught in rivers, brooks and
streams in Hancock and Washington
County. Another petitions the department to impose a 12" minimum length
on brook trout in all lakes and ponds in
Hancock and Washington County. The
limit on perch is proposed to change to
25 on the following waters Long Lake,
Lewy Lake, Grand Falls Flowage,
Clifford Lake, Silver Pub Lake, Woodland Flowage, Pocomoonshine Lake,
Crawford Lake, Upper and Lower Mud
Lakes, Maine rivers and Meddybemps
Lake.

MAINE BIG GAME MAGAZINE
has dozens of first hand
hunting tales each issue
with exciting color photos.
One year subscription:
$14.50 (four issues)
Two year subscription:
$28.00 (eight issues)
Send check/money order to:
Maine Big Game
Publications
36 Ames Road- Dept. FW
Dover-Foxcroft, ME 04426
(207-564- 7614)
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The Department also held a public
hearing at the Greenville High School
Auditorium August 31 to consider
regulation changes for the 1999 - 2001
ice fishing and open water fishing
seasons.
Fishing quality on Moosehead Lake
has improved greatly this year.
Changes are being proposed to improve the catch rate and size of the
salmon caught during the open water
season. The proposal will close the lake
to the taking of salmon during ice fishing season. The lake would still be open
to ice fishing for species such as brook
trout and togue.
Paul Johnson, regional fisheries
biologist, and his staff indicate that
heavy fishing pressure during the ice
fishing season is impacting the quality
of the open water salmon fishery. Improving the open water fishery was a
goal determined by the Moosehead
Forum, a Focus Group convened by the
Commissioner of Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife. The only remaining option for
improving open water fishing is reducing the winter take of salmon.
In nearby Chesuncook Lake, in
order to sustain this important fishery
the department seeks to reduce the
handling mortality of landlocked
salmon during ice fishing season, and
the Department is proposing a two line
limit for ice fishermen.
"Anglers this past winter had no
problems reaching their creel limit on
Chesuncook, and because they were
handling so many fish, the mortality
was higher than it should be. limiting
anglers to two lines during ice fishing
will still provide anglers a very good
opportunity to get their limit while also
protecting the salmon resource by reducing hooking mortality," said Johnson.

Bald Eagles
The bald eagle, once near the brink of
extinction in this country, is now a candidate to be removed from the Federal List
of Threatened Species. The U.S. Department of the Interior recently announced
a formal review and comment period to
be completed in the year 2000. The bald
eagle has made a similar recovery in
Maine, and over the next two years, the
bald eagle could be removed from the
state's threatened species list as well.
"Since 1984, we have seen gradual
improvements each year with the exception of only one year, 1997. We will be
monitoring them to see that the upward
trends in nesting pairs and eaglet production continue, but 2000 could be a
benchmark year for the bald eagle in
Maine," said Charlie Todd, a wildlife
biologist with the Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife.
As recently as 1967, there were only
21 nesting pairs in Maine, and in that
year, the 21 pairs produced only six
eaglets. In 1978, when the birds were
officially listed as endangered both at the
federal and state levels, there had been a
slight rebound to 62 nesting pairs. This
year, biologists have counted 210 nesting
pairs, a preliminary tally which should
be confirmed when surveys end later this
month.
'"Downeast Maine' is a real stronghold; the Cobscook Bay region of easternmost Washington County is one of
the premier areas in the eastern United
States for eagles. It was the breadbasket
for the state during the 1960's and 1970's
when the outlook for bald eagles in
Maine was very much in doubt. The
population has slowly but steadily expanded from that area," said Todd.
Land acquisitions and conservation
easements are used to safeguard strategic

Do It Yourself
COVER SCENT
Easy - Inexpensive
IT WORKS!!
Send $5.00
ELLINGTON
PO BOX660

WEBSTER. FL 33597
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eagle nesting areas. Todd believes that
the key to continuing improvements for
Maine's bald eagles is the stewardship
of that nesting habitat. He says landowners of eagle habitat, be they individual or corporate, private or public,
large or small, have championed the
recovery by maintaining suitable conditions to accommodate their special
needs. Todd and other biologists are
hopeful that incentives for private stewardship of wildlife resources can be
improved to guard against future setbacks when special programs, funds
and regulations no longer protect them.
Eagles have expanded over much of
Maine now. They nest in 14 of Maine's
16 counties. There are more than 100
nesting pairs in Hancock and Washington County. In Kennebec County, where
no successful eagle nests were known
from 1962 to 1996, they are moving into
slivers of habitat that were once thought
unsuitable for eagles. There was but one
nesting pair remaining in the lower
Kennebec valley region in 1980, now
there are 17 eagle pairs in the region.
But Todd cautions against unrestrained optimism, for the bald eagle
still faces some hurdles.
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"The bald eagle competes only with .
osprey for food and nesting habitat, but
man is still their biggest threat. Humans
caused most of their setbacks. Removal
of the giant pines and depleted fisheries
began impacting eagles in the 1800's.
Human-caused deaths among eagles,
land development and contaminants all
took a toll during the 20th century.
These birds need to live near the shore,"
said Todd. "If we can't find property
owners who are willing to make room
for eagles, then we may have to start all
over again."
Too much attention can also be
harmful to eagles.
"You can also love them to death. If
you approach a perched eagle or one at
its nest, the eagle will fly off. If you
linger near the nest, the eagle may not
return in time to prevent overexposure
and death of an egg or eaglet. Repeated
intrusions may cause adult eagles to
abandon a nest a location which they
are normally loyal to for decades," said
Todd.
Ospreys, once a regular sight on the
shores of rivers and lakes in Ohio, have
virtually disappeared in the state. In
fact, last year there were but five nesting

I

pairs remaining in Ohio, and prior to
1995, none since 1941. But thanks to the
cooperation among the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries, Biodiversity
Research Institute (BRI) of Freeport (a
network of volunteers), and the Ohio
Department of Natural Resources, that
is changing.
On Tuesday, July 13, biologists from
the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife, BRI researchers and
Ohio Division of Wildlife captured 14
immature ospreys from the Sheepscot
River area in Wiscasset. These ospreys
were immediately crated, and transported to a Ohio Division of Wildlife
Plane waiting at the Wiscasset Airport.
They were then flown to Ohio, checked
by veterinarians, and then placed in
their new homes within hours of leaving Maine. Currently, all 14 ospreys are
doing well in their new homes in Ohio.
The Ohio Division of Wildlife also received ospreys from Virginia earlier this
year.
The transplanted ospreys were
placed in cages situated on top of recycled power poles. While there, the
ospreys are fed by biologists several
times a day for a 2 - 3 week period.

BELGRAIDE' AREA

During that period, the ospreys become
acclimated to their surroundings. The
hacking cages also protect the young
ospreys from predators such as owls
and raccoons.
The birds will remain in the hacking
tower until late July or early August
when they should begin exercising their
wings. Then the door will be opened to
allow the ospreys to fledge (learn to fly).
The biologists will continue to feed the
young birds frozen and fresh fish such
as suckers, carp and catfish until they
gradually disperse on their own sometime in September.
In early fall, these birds will migrate
to Central and South America and
spe-id the winter there. When mature,
the birds will hopefully return to Ohio
to establish their territories at or near
their original hack site where courting
displays will begin. The mating pairs
will then start to build nests.
Ospreys or "fish hawks", like many
other birds of prey, were once a common sight throughout Ohio. But the
widespread use of pesticides such as
DDT caused reproductive failures and
the populations of these birds plummeted. Ospreys are common in Ohio
during spring and fall migration. Prior
to 1996, the last known osprey nest in
Ohio was located at Grand Lake St.
Mary's in 1913.
Ospreys are listed as an Ohio endangered species. Ohio's Osprey Program is
funded by the Ohio Division of
Wildlife's Endangered Species and
Wildlife Diversity Fund. The fund is
derived from contributions to the state
income tax check-off program and from
the ale of wildlife conservation license
plates.

Lynx Kittens
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Malcolm Charles, Reg. Master Maine Guide
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The two lynx kittens which were
recently found by biologist in Western
Aroostook County are part of a five-year
field study to determine the status of
lynx in Maine. Biologists have continued to monitor the mother lynx and its
kittens in the wild, and they appear fine.
Since July 4, the mother ha tayed in
the vicinity of the den sit , but has
started to move in and out of the den in
search of food for her kittens. It is expected the mother will continue to hunt
for her kittens well into the winter
months.
The tudy began this March with the
captur of an adult female lynx in a cage
trap in Western Aroo took County on
www. tate.me.u

/ifw

March 26. The lynx was fitted with a
radio collar and released at the capture
site. Biologists have been monitoring the
lynx's movements since the capture.
After the adult stopped actively
traveling on or about May 25, biologists
suspected the adult lynx had established
a den and gave birth to kittens. The
kittens were located on June 18, by
searching the location where the lynx
had stopped traveling. Once found, the
kittens were examined and photographed near the den site, then quickly
returned to the care of the adult lynx at
the den site.
Biologists found the den by walking
systematically through the forest, looking in all potential den sites on the forest
floor (hollow logs, root masses, and
cavities in rocks and trees). The lynx
were found in a young, regenerating
forest with many down and uprooted
trees that may serve as den sites. In fact,
each time biologists tracked the radiocollared lynx, it was observed in regenerating forest stands with dense understories. The lynx traveled over an area of
about 18 square miles.
"We are going to continue to monitor
the movements of the adult lynx, and
this fall, after the kittens have grown to
near adult size, we will attempt to capture them and fit them with radio-collars also," said Craig McLaughlin, Wildlife Biologist for the Maine Department
of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife.
"By monitoring the movements of
these and additional lynx that we plan
to capture this fall and in the coming
years, we will develop an understanding of their movements, behavior, use of
the forest, and survival," said
McLaughlin, "This knowledge will help
direct future actions to ensure the conservation of lynx in the region."
Very little is known about lynx in
Maine and the remainder of the northeast. Lynx are medium sized cats, specialized for preying on snowshoe hare.
They have oversized feet and elongated

legs as adaptations for travel in deep
snow. Lynx range throughout the
northern boreal forests across North
America. The discovery of the kittens
and the ensuing study should provide a
firm base of scientific knowledge to
make recommendations for managing
lynx in Maine, which is located at the
extreme southern edge of the species
range.

Turkey Season
Turkey registration books have been
collected from throughout southern
and central Maine, and preliminary
numbers indicate that hunters in Maine
bagged a record number of turkeys in
1999-and once again, there were NO
hunting-related accidents. Maine's
turkey season was from May 3 to May
29; during that season, 890 turkeys
were registered at area tagging stations.
The number is a marked increase

from last year's record of 594. In all,
there were 467 toms (adult males), 422
jakes (juvenile males) and one hen
tagged. The department issued 3,000
permits this year, up from 2,250 last
year. The number of hunters applying
for permits also increased, from 6,300
last year to more than 9,000 this year.
"I think that the success can be contributed to two factors. People are learning how to hunt turkeys in Maine, and
there are a lot of turkeys around," said
Phil Bozenhard, Regional Wildlife Biologist for the Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife. Maine's turkey population is estimated at 8,000 to 10,000birds.
Over the summer months, biologists
have reviewed surveys returned by
turkey hunters, and will make changes
in the hunt for next season.
"We are always looking to increase
the number of permits. We want as
many hunters as possible to enjoy the

Hunter Frank Short with a
magnificent tom turkey from the
spring hunt

www .state.me. us/ifw
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sport," said Bozenhard, "but we want
to continue to have quality hunts, and
keep interference to a minimum. It's
more enjoyable, and safer."
Items up for discussion include
increasing the number of permits and
possibly expanding the hunting zone.
Other topics will be added once the
surveys are tabulated. Permit applica-

tions for the year 2000 hunt will be
available in January of 2000.
The spring turkey hunt restricts
permit holders to one bearded turkey.
Because male turkeys mate with several females in the spring, the hunt
does not affect population levels.
Wild turkeys, once gone from
Maine due to the clearing of land and

excessive shooting in the 1800s, are now
a familiar sight in southwestern, central,
and coastal Maine, and their range is
expanding.
Turkeys were reintroduced successfully into Maine in the late '70s when
the state released 41 Vermont turkeys in
York and Eliot. The first modern turkey
hunt was in 1986.
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Recent hirings and transfers in the
department are as follows:
• Edward Christie, Game WardenTransfer from Dist. 95 Div. E to Dist.
94 Div. E.
•Adrian Dutkewych, Fish
Culturist-Transfer from New
Gloucester Hatchery to Enfield
Hatchery
•Henry Hartley, Fish CulturistTransfer from Embden Hatchery to
Dry Mills Hatchery
• Derek Lanouette, Conservation
Aide, Atlantic Salmon CommissionSeasonal Position-Bangor
•Kipp Powell, Conservation Aide,
Atlantic Salmon Commission-Resignation

•Jarod Stedman, Game Warden
Assistant, worked out of Div. D.Resignation
• Bethany Boisvert, Atlantic Salmon
Commission-New Hire Conservation Aide, Cherryfield
•Tisha Brimigion, Clerk Typist Ill,
Licensing & Registration-Lateral
Transfer to Department of Human
Services
•Betty Carver, Clerk Typist II, Licensing & Registration-Promotional
Transfer in from Administration &
Financial Services
•Amanda Thompson, Clerk Typist
11, Licensing & Registration-Promotional Transfer in from Department of
Labor

KID-BITS ANSWERS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

July: 14, 190; August: 14,663
61 percent of eagle pairs nested successfully
total: 2,618-resident, 31 percent; nonresident, 69 percent
Five people
1,868 total deer

fisher, osprey, whitetailed deer, porcupine, pickerel, frog,
browse, bass, whitefooted mouse, damselfly nymph, garter
snake
the great horned owl would eat the garter snake and the
mouse, possibly the porcupine
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•Susan Bowie, Information System
Support Tech, Licensing & Registration-Promotional Transfer from
Administration & Financial Services
•Adrian Dutkewych, Fish Culturist,
Enfield-Transfer to Fish Culturist in
Embden Hatchery
Open daily, 9:30am-4:00pm
May 1 through November 11th
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Be A Supersport!
The extra $15 you pay supports the Maine Fish and Wildlife
Department's critical landowner relations program, which insures
future recreational access. Residents and nonresidents - hunters,
anglers, trappers, guides - can all become Supersports. And even if
you don't buy sporting licenses, you can still show you support by
purchasing a Supersport certificate.
As a 1999 Maine Supersport, you have an opportunity to purchase an exclusive Supersport hat
with embroidered Fish and Wildlife Department logo l in addition, several business supporters
of the Supersport program are offering the following gift package valued in excess of $50 as
their ways of saying "thank you"

• Kittery Trading Post in Kittery - $10.00 gift certificate
....

•North Maine Woods Association - $4.00 gift certificate toward checkpoint fees
• VanRaymond's Outfitters in Brewer - 10% discount on most items (some restrictions apply)
•Brown's Trading Post in Houlton - 10% discount on most items (some restrictions apply)
•Roy's Army Navy Store in Presque Isle - 10% discount on most items (some restrictions apply)
•Indian Hill Trading Post in Greenville - 10% discount on most items (some restrictions apply)
•Maine's Northwoods Sporting Journal - a one-year subscription at 1/2 price ($8 savings)
• Maine Department of Inland Fisheries & Wildlife - a supersport window decal
Maine residents and nonresidents can buy a Supersport license wherever licenses are sold. Nonresident
hunters and anglers also may buy a Supersport license through· the mail from:
Maine Department of Inland Fisheries & Wildlife
284 State Street
41 State House Station
Augusta, ME 04333-0041
Supersport certificates may be purchased when registering any recreational vehicle
or after one has purchased their license.
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With 60 years of experience, and three levels of the most extensive selection of
outdoor equipment and clothing, we're sure to have what you need to make your
hunting or fishing experience enjoyable and successful.
We have the largest selection of top quality firearms, ammunition, reloading
equipment, components, scopes and accessories on the east coast!
Our archery department features a full line of compound and recurve bows as well as
crossbows, arrows, targets, tree stands and accessories for both hunters and target shooters.
Our fishing department caters to saltwater and freshwater fishermen, including an extensive
selection specifically for the fly fisherman. In addition to our diverse selection of rods, reels and
lures, we stock downriggers, electric motors, electronic fish finders, canoes and all the accessories.
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